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In Ecuador, South America, social innovation is recognized as the main effort to
achieve human development in democracy. There is a strategic correspondence
between cooperative learning and social innovation partnership, which was
discovered during the studies for the design of pedagogical instruments at Yachay
University.
Cooperative learning is offered as MIL Curriculum Framework for the design of
Yachay University. Yachay is a research and experimental public university
supported by the Ecuadorian State. The use of cooperative learning is being
proposed to enhance social innovation of communities connected at national level.
This process will improve the understanding and importance of informed decisionmaking. Cooperative learning refers to the instructional approach that puts
students together to work towards accomplishing shared goals. Cooperative
learning can range from simple paired work to more complex modes such as
project learning for social development.
The wide mixture of culture and ethnics which characterize the society of Ecuador
demanded the exploration of how to manage academic heterogeneity in
classrooms with a wide range of achievement in basic skills. So, contacting
community directly from classroom became the appropriate method in the learning
and teaching of media education as it requires the sharing of ideas and learning
from one another.
The use of cooperative learning is being proposed to enhance social innovation of
communities connected at national level. This process will improve the
understanding and importance of informed decision-making.
Cooperative learning refers to the instructional approach that puts students
together to work towards accomplishing shared goals. Cooperative learning can
range from simple paired work to more complex modes such as project learning for
social development.
The use of cooperative learning to improve social innovation is the educational
strategy to engage with media for self-expression and democratic participation.

This process was proposed to underpin both community social learning and
pedagogical approaches at the university level.
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1. Exploring the underlying problems
One of the major problems facing Latin America as a region is the lack of interest
in research, problem having to do both the State and the private sector and civil
society. This lack of support shown by the actors mentioned has caused a brain
drain, a reaction that is not exclusively of Ecuador1 .
Further, Ecuador is not alone in facing the challenges and difficulties related to
funding education, solving unequal conditions of access to education, luck of skillsbased training, enhancement and preservation of quality of teaching, research and
services, among many other aspects to consider.
Not least also the problem of disconnection of the real environment that
characterizes today's college graduates, a direct consequence of the social divide
in Latin America. There is some evidence 2 of how social and economic gap
remains one of the deepest problems of the region.
The effect-gap, characterized as a social and economic polarization within the
UNASUR3, is heightened to the countries in the Pacific coast of South America
(Chile, Peru, Ecuador, and Colombia), on which CEPAL 4 had shown the weight of
a productivity gap5 relative to the U.S. economy.
Given the evidence6 that changes induced in the structure of only techno-economic
system has led to the impoverishment of the cultural structure and policy in the
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region, we need a transformation of elements very own social system of regulation,
education and aspects define cultural appropriation techno-economic processes
quick.
Thus, institutionalization as a cultural interpretation of real life is an aspect that has
been raised in Latin America by Cuba and Venezuela. Learning from the
experiences of Chile and Argentina it’s needed the creation or increase of a social
organization that is reflective.
The developments made by Brazil and Mexico indicate that it is necessary to delve
into the formation of epistemic communities enabling cognitive evolution mediated
collective interpretation. This involves developing a new model of education,
particularly the direct involvement of the college in building learning systems to
strengthen social innovation7.

2. Exploring solutions from higher education

We know that "Higher education and research are now part essential components
of cultural, economic and environmentally sustainable development of individuals,
communities and nations"8.
A sample of the direction taken by this recognition is the system (ECTS), same as
the student intended to focus on quantifying the time commitment required to meet
the objectives of the curriculum, which are specified in terms of the results of
learning and skills you wish to acquire9.
Interestingly, Latin America, taking in some cases as an example the European
Higher Education Area (EHEA) has already had some common convergence
initiatives and development of professional profiles in terms of generic skills, such
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is the case of the Common Area Higher Education10 and the TUNING project in
Latin America11.
Ecuador's Constitution states: "Education respond to the public interest and will
serve individual and corporate interests. Will ensure universal access, retention,
mobility and exit without discrimination ... "12.
Special mention is also made that the purpose of higher education is: "The
academic and professional scientific and humanistic vision, scientific research and
technological innovation, promotion, development and dissemination of knowledge
and cultures, the construction of solutions to the problems of the country in
connection with the development objectives of the scheme"13.
The Regulation of Academic System in Ecuador14, is the opportunity to "Ensure
high quality training, regularly training at higher technical levels, undergraduate and
graduate, in various forms, promote scientific, technological, social and the
permanent links with community within a framework of quality and relevance"15.
It links with the community provides the bridge to anchor in the reality of the
classroom. This rule emphasizes the need to link the university with the
community, with local development.

3. Social Innovation and Local Development
The concept of social innovation refers to new practices and forms of organization
which aims to solve a social problem, and also address social aspirations16. Social
innovations have tangible dimensions (jobs created, products, improvement of
living conditions, organizational forms, etc.). But also have intangible dimensions:
trust, links, information, development of capacities17.
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It also innovates in the organizational structure. These organizations thus
empirically discovered a novel type of cooperative, union solidarity that has
emerged in other countries and has led to special legislation (cases of Italy and
Quebec). Innovation is also apparent in terms of management: are participatory
organizations where there are horizontal relationships based on communication
and information exchange.
They perform processes of collective learning impacts on knowledge acquisition,
changing attitudes and behaviors towards greater autonomy and cooperation.
Relational activities that take place between members and between them and the
community contribute to the formation of "learning organizations", mainly by way of
direction and relations with their environment 18 while strengthening the social
fabric and build trust in the community.
In Europe, since late 1980, research on social innovation from a territorial
perspective was initiated by Jean-Louis Laville19 and Frank Moulaert20 and has
been happening since then21.
There is extensive literature22 on social innovation in relation to territorial
development23 (or regional), covering: first, innovation in the social economy, and
that is the approach of strategies to satisfy human needs, and second innovation in
the sense of changing and / or maintain social relationships, especially government
relations at the regional and local levels24.
In Latin America, especially in the central north, is manifested with increasing angle
singularity expansion of the concept of innovation. Innovation is conceived as a
solution to the problems of society25.
Therefore, innovation emerges as a possibility to improve the quality of life of
peoples. This focuses attention on the "social capital"26, a concept that refers to
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certain aspects of social organization, such as levels of trust, the rules actually in
force and interaction networks, which can increase efficiency by facilitating the
coordination of collective action and, in particular the spontaneous cooperation27.
The cultural values of a society affect the economic performance of the same 28,
innovation in social relations is carrying out important work in cooperation,
mediation and conciliation between the various economic and institutional actors
involved to achieve a culture of consultation and dialogue, which also involves
innovations in the form of government as well.
An example of dynamic generation of articulating is the action of Innovation Center
“Un Techo para Chile”, a program that has connected 22,500 university students to
serve the community29.
The central strategy is to transform the social problems affecting families in
extreme poverty into opportunities for integral development (economic, academic
and social) generating levels of co-creation among people with fewer economic
resources, academia, private sector and public. This process may well articulate a
link between the university and the community.

4. Pedagogical model focusing on the epistemic community building

To achieve the goal of new model of teaching and learning based on “learning
process” and shift the paradigm of learning as “centered teaching” the pedagogical
proposal of Yachay University has defined a new profile of the university teachers.
This action expresses three characteristics presented in this paper: the first refers
at the profile as “product” of a Community of Thought; the second refers to
“participated process”, a working model that allowed the construction of the profile
with the teachers, the administrative and the human resources staff of Yachay
University; the third presents the tools and technologies used in integrated way
(Virtual Collaborative Learning Environment, the human resource Management,
video-research, e-portfolio).
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The project-developed by action-research has defined a shared idea of teaching
quality, research-based and supported by tools that allow self-assessment of every
teachers, to monitor the quality of Yachay University educational Centers, to
develop plans of continuous improvement building a community of learning.

4.1 Paradigm shift: the investment is in people not products

The teacher is an adult educator who accompanies the students in their search
and discovery process, which is learning. It reverses the transmissive teaching
practice and involves the student as the principal aware of their learning. Thus, the
teacher is responsible for building a context that favors the conscious acceptance
of responsibility by each student toward their life project.
Teaching System Yachay promotes acceptance, freedom, creativity, ability to
collaborate and cooperate with others, sense and sensibility duty toward
entrepreneurship and innovation as the basis for social change.
The essence of the system is to provide Yachay University, transverse and realtime contact with the community (national or international) by introducing
relationship in the classroom open to the generation of knowledge and experience
in enabling extended learning environment.

4.2 Cooperative learning: the university and the community

The competencies acquired through media and information literacy can equip
citizens with critical thinking skills enabling them to demand high-quality services
from media and other information providers. Collectively, they foster an enabling
environment in which media and other information providers can provide quality
services.
By educating students to become media and information literate, teachers would
be responding first to their role as advocates of an informed and rational citizenry,
and second, they would be responding to changes in their role as educators, as
teaching moves away from being teacher-centered to becoming more learnercentered.

The development of enquiry-based skills and the ability to engage meaningfully
with media and information channels using technologies that allow the drive to
social creativity while allowing the growth of knowledge between students by
solving the problems at community level.
In terms of pedagogy the user-generated content (people at the community who
needs technological solutions for their problems) is used for teaching and learning,
connecting community and the classroom in real time.
Then, problem-based learning is a curriculum development and instructional
system that simultaneously develops students’ interdisciplinary knowledge bases
and skills, as well as at the same time underpins community’s critical thinking and
problem-solving strategies.
On the side of the university´s curriculum assessment, the connection of
community´s needs with the classroom, improves the skills to explore how
information and media texts are produced, and mainly how social and cultural
context of information and media production is used by citizens to underpin social
learning, to straightforward social innovation.
From policy and vision side, this process enriches the community by fostering of
media- and information-literate society, as well as by allowing the students of the
university to use creative solutions to catch up with social demands. This process
also ensures leadership and model citizen; championing the promotion and use of
MIL for teacher and student development. It is a highly structured, cooperative
learning mode to enhance both individual and collective knowledge by engaging
students in critical and deep enquiry of real-life problems. The learning objectives,
enquiry questions and methods, and the outcomes are all managed by students.

